We are taught from a young age that plagiarism (copying other's 
Multimedia Encryption Basics
Multimedia encryption protects multimedia data by transforming it into an unrecognized format. Only authorized users with the correct security keys are able to decode and view protected data. Images or videos can be encrypted either partially or fully using various technologies in the spatial or frequency domains. Image/video encryption in the frequency domain is often embedded in the compression process, which is mainly based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [8] or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [9] . Image/video encryption in the spatial domain changes pixel locations and/or values using different techniques. Data Encryption Standard (DES) (http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips46-3/fips46-3.pdf) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [10] are two examples of this method. However, they do have high computation costs [11] . Other techniques include chaos theory [12] and recursive sequences [13] . Nevertheless, due to their lack of security keys or the small key space, these approaches often involve either high computation costs or provide low levels of security [14] .
Copy-protected Cds
Since 2002, millions of copy-protected CDs have been released. One common method that has been used to protect CDs from being copied includes adding data to the CD copy that makes it unreadable to copiers; a second method includes altering the way the files are listed in the table of contents so that the CD can't be read by a CD-ROM. No matter how frequently the multimedia industries attempt to build the ultimate CD copy blocking system, enterprising people will find ways around them. For example, a university student found if you hold down the shift key while the CD begins to load onto your machine the Microsoft Windows (AutoRun) feature prevents the anti-piracy software from loading. This doesn't delete the program but bypasses the copy protection installation, making the music available for copying. Once such a discovery is made public on the Internet, the rest is history (http://cd-burning-software-review.toptenreviews.com/cd-encryption.html).
DRM
Short for digital rights management, a system for protecting the copyrights of data circulated via the Internet or other digital media by enabling secure distribution and/or disabling illegal distribution of the data. Typically, a DRM system protects intellectual property by either encrypting the data so that it can only be accessed by authorized users or marking the content with a digital watermark or similar method so that the content can not be freely distributed (http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/DRM.html).
Product activation
Product activation is widely used by software vendors to protect their applications and enforce license agreements. A key concern for software vendors is ensuring users don't just give the software to unlicensed friends and colleagues, or even post it on the web for anyone to download. Older approaches for license enforcement include dongle-based licensing and key-file-based licensing. A dongle is a hardware device that plugs into the user's computer; when the application runs it checks for the presence of the dongle and will run only if it finds it. Dongles do therefore allow the user to move their license around, but only by physically relocating the dongle. With key-file-based licensing, the license limits and node-locking parameters are encrypted in a file, which is sent to the user and read by the application each time it runs. These approaches have a number of disadvantages. Dongles require the distribution of the hardware, with all that entails in material cost, shipping cost, delivery times and management by the vendor. Product activation systems therefore meet the software vendors' need to protect against piracy, offer a range of license models, and automate operations, but remove many of the inconveniences and costs of older license management systems [15].
PROPOSED ECAKP
The primary goals of ECAKP are to protect multimedia files from being copied illegally, and to do it with on-shelf tools available for most people. ECAKP has four phases; first it encrypts the original multimedia data to unrecognized format and compresses it. At second phase, it collects some non personal data from the customer's computer set during his/her installation the program. Third phase is authentication one, in which, comparison between collected data and the list of authorized customers who purchased the original copies took place, then it decompresses the encrypted multimedia file. Final phase has two steps: (a) it kills recording programs running on the computer, (b) disconnects internet connection (science some portable programs can record the computer's screen, and therefore can get illegal copy). For notation see Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the processes of ECAKP . ← :
(1) Here is a brief description of the header content, some of them are omitted: First byte : ID1 = 0×1F Second byte: ID2 = 0×8B (These are "mathematical key" that describe / identify GZIP compression) Compression method: 0×0-7 reserved 0×08 DEFLATE (that uses a combination of the LZ77 algorithm and Huffman coding) [16] .
2. U installs I on the PC, then I prompts the user to input ID M and the user's e-mail.
3. I invokes C , which uses a snapshot of the end customer's PC to create a system identity. Activation uniquely associates the software license with this system identity -the license can only be unlocked on the system with the associated identity. This hardware fingerprinting is a sophisticated technique for tying an application to a specific computer. As a result, users who update their hardware or operating systems won't need to obtain a new activation code and re-activate their license.
4. I sends both program's ID and PC's ID from (2) through the following message to S.
5. At S, there are several pre-defined policies that can use to manage licenses. This is a per-product setting.
-Monitor only mode. In this mode S will not block any activation requests. It will simply log the requests and record the statistics. -Massive fraud prevention only. This mode will only refuse to give the activation code after a fair amount of activations is made from different computers. Such registration number will then be marked as stolen and invalid. -License terms enforcement -fair use. In this mode S would only allow a fair number of complimentary activations per purchased copy. A "fair" use for a general purpose program would be single additional activation per copy (say, business & home, or stationary & laptop computers). -Strict license terms enforcement. An activation code will be issued for a single PC only; re-activation will succeed on the same PC but fail on a different one. Then, S generates the license file and forwards it to I ← :
6. I decrypts from (1) using to recover V(R E ). Then I displays success or failure to U. In case of success U can play V,
The following code shows decryption process. 7. I invokes K. To ensure multimedia contents will not be recorded during lunching the software. K prevents the following programs to work during playing:  Virtual CD programs  Internet connection (except when activate the program)  Video recording programs
The following code is used to list some processes that allowed running during playing the multimedia.
void ClosePrograms() {aa.Add("svchost"); aa.Add("lsass"); aa.Add("services"); aa.Add("winlogon"); aa.Add("csrss"); aa.Add("smss"); aa.Add("System"); aa.Add("notepad"); aa.Add("Idle"); aa.Add("spoolsv"); aa.Add("alg"); aa.Add("WINWORD"); aa.Add("AcroRd32"); aa.Add("explorer"); aa.Add("devenv"); aa. 
CASE STUDY
The programming language course at Faculty of Science, Helwan University is presented through one hour lectures and one hour lab per week for one semester. The lectures are conducted with the entire enrollment in a large lecture hall. Laboratory sections are divided into 18 groups of 30 students each. Attendance at the laboratory sections is highly recommended, but not required. This "open" laboratory policy permitted students to use their home computers for the required assignments, as well as the computers in the programming laboratory. The course is required for all second year students (total number of students is 540 students).
CD instead of textbook
The course materials were available to students in the form of compact disks (CD's) that the students could purchase, like a textbook from the bookstore. The CD contains the encryptions files resulted from first phase, and the setup file. It could be used on students' own personal computers or on the personal computers provided by the University in the laboratory. The topics covered by the CD were those found in a typical college entry level programming courses, e.g. standard output, standard input, auto increment and decrement, If-else statement, loops and arrays. Navigation is managed with the menu bar and allows users to navigate directly to any chapter or subsection in the CD. Using a combination of video and audio, the tutorials explained many of the basic principles of programming language which would be difficult with conventional textbooks or lectures notes alone. A series of interactive example problems, with solutions, that parallel the course lectures and assignments were part of the CD. These examples provided step-by-step solutions to traditional programming language problems, explaining at each step the proper procedure to reach the solution.
Data gathering
Every year, students used to buy about 400 textbooks for programming course. In 2010 it was the first time to introduce CD with both video and text contents for this course. The purchasing was slow at the beginning due to the thought of students that they can activated the illegal copies they got, however, after they trials failed, the total number of purchasing was 190 CDs by the end of the course. The total number of successful activation was 182, and 8 students never try to activate their copies!. At the end of the course, students bought CDs were asked some questions as: a) Do you have access to computer and Internet? 40.3% reported having access to a computer and Internet at home. Of these, 38% had broadband access. 50.7% reported having access to a computer and Internet at University campus, while 9% reported having access to a computer and Internet at Net café . b) Do you get trouble during activation phase?
Only 3% reported having trouble. By analysis we obtained that the troubles can be classified as: -Try to write a password in non-sensitive manner.
-No updated operating system installed. c) What would you describe as your primary reasons for buying the course' CD?
The top six reasons in which the students reported are listed in Table 2 .
Teacher is asked to provide answer to the open-ended question: "What would you describe as your primary goals for using course's CD instead of course's textbook?" Teacher points out the following goals: a) Intellectual property: science students used to copy his textbook, and they cannot copy his protected CD. b) Cost benefit: science producing one protected CD is much cheaper than printing one textbook. c) Improve learning by providing video materials as well as text materials. d) Provokes university to continue to prioritize e-learning. 
CONCLUSION
For multimedia systems, user"s authentication is most essential in association with the access control of the multimedia system. At activation process over the Internet, additional data encryptions are also adopted in protection of the multimedia. In this paper, ECAKP is presented. According to ECAKP, the encryption scheme combined with compression process is not only practical but also secure by choosing a suitable encryption algorithm and activation over the internet. ECAKP deters software piracy and offers cost efficiency for producer -avoiding the cost of providing users with expensive protection software or hardware tokens (as well as the token maintenance cost).Case study showed how ECAKP is effectively used to protect multimedia CD contents, and therefore, protect intellectual property of the author. ECAKP processes are simple, less cost than commercial encryption software (or even has no cost, if the beneficiary will implement it by himself). In the future work, selected parts of the multimedia data will only be encrypted during compression process to speed up the runtime decryption process.
